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Abstract
Let F be any /eld of characteristic 2. In this paper, we prove that, for any central simple
F-algebra (A; ) with a symplectic involution, and for any element ∈F=˝(F), there exists a
quadratic pair of the form (; f) of discriminant equal to , as soon as A is not a division
quaternion algebra.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 16W10; 11E04; 16K20
0. Introduction
Let A be a central simple algebra over a /eld F . If char F = 2, orthogonal involu-
tions on A can be viewed as twisted forms of quadratic forms, since any orthogonal
involution is adjoint to a quadratic form when A is split. If A has degree 2m, one can
de/ne the determinant (resp. the discriminant) of  as the square class of NrdA(u)
(resp. (−1)m NrdA(u)), where u is any -skewsymmetric invertible element. These
notions correspond respectively to the determinant and the discriminant of a quadratic
form in the split case. The notion of determinant has been introduced by Knus et al. in
[6]. In [7], Parimala et al. proved that the set of discriminants of orthogonal involutions
on a central division algebra D of degree at least 4 equals the full group of reduced
norms of D× modulo squares (in fact they prove that the set of determinants is equal
to this group, but the notion of determinant and discriminant are the same in this case,
since the degree of D is a multiple of 4).
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When char F =2, twisted forms of quadratic forms correspond to quadratic pairs. In
[5], the discriminant of a quadratic pair is de/ned. It is an element of F=˝(F), which
corresponds to the Arf invariant of quadratic forms in the split case.
In this paper, we study the set of discriminants of quadratic pairs on a central simple
F-algebra A. In particular, we show that this set equals the full group F=˝(F) as soon
as A is not a division quaternion algebra.
1. Recalls and notation
Let A be a central simple algebra over a /eld F of arbitrary characteristic. If a∈A,
the reduced characteristic polynomial of a, denoted by PrdA(a), is de/ned as follows:
let L be a splitting /eld of A and ’ : A ⊗ L → Mn(L) an isomorphism of L-algebras.
Then PrdA(a) := det(XIn −’(a⊗ 1)) is an element of F[X ] and is independent of the
choice of L and ’ (cf. [9, Chapter 8, Section 5] for example).
Write PrdA(a)=X n−s1X n−1+s2X n−2+· · ·+(−1)nsn, then TrdA(a) := s1;SrdA(a) :=
s2 and NrdA(a) := sn are called respectively the reduced trace, the reduced second
trace and the reduced norm of a.
If v∈A×, it follows from the de/nition that PrdA(vav−1) = PrdA(a) for all a∈A.
Moreover, if  is an involution of the /rst kind on A, then PrdA((a)) = PrdA(a)
for all a∈A. In particular, we get SrdA(vav−1) = SrdA(a);SrdA((a)) = SrdA(a), and
TrdA((a)) = TrdA(a).
It easy to check, using the de/nition, that SrdA(a) = 2 SrdA(a) for any a∈A and
any ∈F . This relation and the /rst point of Lemma 2 (see Section 3 below) then
show that the map a∈A → SrdA(a)∈F is a quadratic form. This quadratic form, that
we will denote by T2;A, is known to be non-degenerate when char F=2 and the degree
of A is even (see [3]).
Let V be a /nite dimensional F-vector space, and let f∈EndF(V ). If (f)(X ) =
X n− c1X n−1 + c2X n−2 + · · ·+(−1)ncn denotes the characteristic polynomial of f, then
s2(f) := c2 is called the second trace of f. The coeGcients c1 and cn correspond
respectively to the trace tr(f) and the determinant det(f). If 1; : : : ; n are the (not
necessarily distinct) eigenvalues of f, we have clearly s2(f) =
∑
i¡j ij.
If now E=F is a /eld extension, we de/ne respectively for any x∈E the trace, the
second trace and the norm of x to be the trace, the second trace and the determinant
of ‘x, the left multiplication by x in E. We denote it respectively by TrE=F(x);S2;E=F(x)
and NE=F(x).
If (V; q) is a non-degenerate quadratic form over a /eld, we denote by DF(q) the
set DF(q) = {q(v); v∈V}. Notice that this de/nition diHers from the usual one, since
v can be zero. However, this de/nition is more convenient for our purpose. Any
non-degenerate quadratic form q over a /eld of arbitrary characteristic can be writ-
ten uniquely up to isomorphism as q 
 qan ⊥ h, where qan is anisotropic and h is
hyperbolic. The dimension of the anisotropic part qan of q will be denoted by diman q.
If m¿ 1 is an integer m× q denotes the orthogonal sum of m copies of q.
Now let A be a central simple F-algebra.
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Recall that A carries an involution of /rst kind if and only if A ⊗ A is split. In
particular, the degree of A is a power of 2 if A is a division algebra.
Now write A = EndD(M), where D is a division algebra and M is a free right
D-module of /nite rank. Let " be any involution of /rst kind on D. Then any in-
volution  on the /rst kind on A is adjoint to a non-degenerate (D; ")-hermitian or
skew-hermitian form h : M × M → D. We denote by h the adjoint involution of h
(see [5] for the de/nition of hermitian forms and adjoint involutions). Recall that any
#-hermitian form (with #=±1) is isomorphic to a diagonal form unless (D; ")=(F; IdF)
and # = −1. An involution of /rst kind  is said orthogonal (resp. symplectic) if it
is adjoint to a non-alternating (resp. alternating) #-hermitian form. Symplectic involu-
tions only exist when A has even degree. We will denote by Sym(A; ) and Alt(A; )
the F-vector spaces of symmetric and alternating elements respectively. Recall that
Alt(A; ) is the orthogonal space of Sym(A; ) for the bilinear form induced by TrdA.
Now assume until the end of this section that char F = 2. Then the involution 
is of symplectic type if and only if TrdA(Sym(A; )) = 0, which holds if and only if
1∈Alt(A; ). Moreover, if  is an involution of /rst kind on A and u∈Sym(A; ),
then Int(u) ◦  is symplectic if and only if u∈Alt(A; ). Recall also that Sym(A; )
and Alt(A; ) have dimension (n(n+ 1))=2 and (n(n− 1))=2 over F respectively.
Assume now that A has degree 2m. A quadratic pair on A is a pair (; f), where 
is a symplectic involution on A and f : Sym(A; )→ F is a F-linear map satisfying
f(a+ (a)) = TrdA(a) for all a∈A:
For example, if  is a symplectic involution on A, then for every ‘∈A satisfying
‘+ (‘) = 1, the pair (; f), where f : s∈Sym(A; ) → TrdA(‘s), is a quadratic pair
on A. Conversely, for any quadratic pair (; f) on A, there exists an element ‘∈A,
uniquely determined up to addition of an element of Alt(A; ), such that f(s)=TrdA(‘s)
for all s∈Sym(A; ). Moreover, this element satis/es ‘ + (‘) = 1. The discriminant
of (; f), denoted by disc(; f), is the element of F=˝(F) de/ned by disc(; f) =
SrdA(‘) + m(m− 1)=2 +˝(F).
See [5] for more information.
We denote by ˝(F) the set {x2+x; x∈F}. If ∈F× and $∈F , we denote by (; $]
the corresponding quaternion algebra. This algebra has a F-basis 1; i; j; ij satisfying the
relations i2 = ; j + j2 = $ and ij + ji = i.
The map % : x1+x2y+x3j+x4ij∈Q → (x1+x3)+x2i+x3j+x4ij∈Q is a symplectic
involution on Q, called the canonical involution.
If a; b∈F , we denote by [a; b] the quadratic form (x; y)∈F2 → ax2 + xy + by2.
2. The set of discriminants
Denition. Let F be a /eld of characteristic 2, and let A be a central simple F-algebra
of degree 2m of exponent at most 2. For any symplectic involution , we set d(A; ) :=
{SrdA(‘) + m(m− 1)=2 +˝(F); ‘ + (‘) = 1}.
In other words, d(A; ) is the set of discriminants of quadratic pairs on A of the
form (; f).
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Notice that, if ‘0 ∈A satis/es (‘0) + ‘0 = 1, then
d(A; ) =
{






This set only depends on the conjugacy class of . Indeed, if ′ and  are two
conjugate symplectic involutions on A, i.e. ′ = Int(v) ◦  ◦ Int(v)−1 for some v∈A×,
then one can easily check that for any ‘∈A, one has ‘ + (‘) = 1 if and only if
v‘v−1 + ′(v‘v−1) = 1. Since SrdA(v‘v−1) = SrdA(‘), we get the desired conclusion.
A natural question is to determine precisely which elements of F=˝(F) occur as
discriminants of a quadratic pair of the form (; f). In [10], Tignol proves that d(A; )
= F=˝(F) for any biquaternion algebra (A; ) with a symplectic involution.
In the sequel, we will prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let F be any 4eld of characteristic 2, and let (A; ) be a central simple
F-algebra with a symplectic involution, which is not a division quaternion algebra.
Then d(A; ) = F=˝(F).
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of this result.
In Section 3, we prove some lemmas on the second trace, which will be very helpful
for computations. In Section 4, we give some examples of computation of the set of
discriminants. Finally, in Section 5, we prove Theorem 1.
3. Trace lemmas
Lemma 2. Let F be a 4eld of arbitrary characteristic, and let A and B be two
central simple algebras over F. For x; y; a∈A and b∈B, we have
(1) SrdA(x + y) = SrdA(x) + SrdA(y) + TrdA(x)TrdA(y)− TrdA(xy),
(2) SrdA⊗B(a⊗ b) = TrdA(a2) SrdB(b) + TrdB(b)2 SrdA(a).
Proof. By de/nition of the second reduced trace, it suGces to check the relations in the
split case. The /rst relation then follows from [5, (0.2)]. We now prove the second one.
It suGces to prove it for the generic matrices M = (xij)16i; j6n and N = (ykl)16k; l6m,
whose entries are indeterminates over Z; the general case will follow by specialization.
Let 1; : : : ; n be the eigenvalues of the matrix M and -1; : : : ; -m be the eigenvalues of
the matrix N (in an algebraic closure of K =Q(xij; ykl; 16 i; j6 n; 16 k; l6m)).
Since the two matrices are generic, all these values are distinct, and the eigenvalues
of M ⊗ N are precisely the i-j’s.
Hence, SrdMnm(K)(M ⊗ N ) =
∑
(i; j)≺(k; l) (i-j)(k-l), where ≺ denotes the lexico-
graphical order.










j; l -j-l). Since the





2 = tr(N )2, we get the desired
relation.
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The second formula does not seem to be symmetric, but in fact it is. Indeed, if
char F = 2, it follows from Lemma 4 below. If char F = 2, the /rst formula applied
to x = y = a gives
SrdA(a) = 12 (TrdA(a)
2 − TrdA(a2)):
It then easily turns out that the formula is symmetric.
Corollary 3. Let F be a 4eld of arbitrary characteristic, let V; V ′ be 4nite dimensional
F-vector spaces, and let E=F be a 4nite 4eld extension. Then for any f; g∈EndF(V );
f′ ∈EndF(V ′), and for any x; y∈E, we have
(1) s2(f + g) = s2(f) + s2(g) + tr(f)tr(g)− tr(f ◦ g),
(2) s2(f ⊗ f′) = tr(f2)s2(f′) + tr(f′)2s2(f),
(3) S2;E=F(x + y) = S2;E=F(x) + S2;E=F(y) + TrE=F(x)TrE=F(y)− TrE=F(xy).
The following result is well-known and can be proved as Lemma 2:
Lemma 4. For any central simple F-algebras A and B, we have:
(1) TrdA⊗B(a⊗ b) = TrdA(a)TrdB(b) for a∈A and b∈B,
(2) If char F = 2, then TrdA(a2) = TrdA(a)2 for a∈A.
Lemma 5. (Tower formulas). Let A be a central simple F-algebra, and let L ⊂ A be
a 4eld containing F with centralizer B. Then for any b∈B, we have:
(1) TrdA(b) = TrL=F(TrdB(b)),
(2) NrdA(b) = NL=F(NrdB(b)),
(3) SrdA(b) = S2;L=F(TrdB(b)) + TrL=F(SrdB(b)).
Proof. The two /rst relations are well-known and are proved in [4], for example. The
third one can be proved a similar way. The proof consists six main steps:
Step 1: Prove the following fact:
let L=F be a /nite /eld extension and let V be a /nite dimensional L-vector space.
Then any f∈EndL(V ) can be viewed as an element f˜∈EndF(V ), and we have
s2(f˜) = S2;L=F(tr(f)) + TrL=F(s2(f)):
Step 2: Prove the tower formula for /eld extensions:
if F ⊂ L ⊂ E is a tower of /nite /eld extensions, then for any x∈E, we have
S2;E=F(x) = S2;L=F(TrE=L(x)) + TrL=F(S2;E=L(x)):
Step 3: Using Step 2, reduce to the cases “L=F purely inseparable” and “L=F sepa-
rable”.
Step 4: Prove that the formula is true in the purely inseparable case.
Step 5: Reduce the proof of the separable case to the crossed product case.
Step 6: Prove the formula in the crossed product case.
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Let f∈EndL(E) be the left multiplication by x in the L-vector space E. Then f˜
is the left multiplication by x in the F-vector space E, hence Step 2 follows from
Step 1. Steps 3 and 4 can be checked following readily the proof of [4]. To check
Steps 5 and 6, it also suGces to mimick the proof of [4], making the following slight
modi/cations:
• In Step 5, set b′ := Ett ⊗ b and use Lemma 2 to check that SrdB′(b′)= SrdB(b) (we
use notation of [4]).
• To conclude in Step 6, observe the following fact:
let M1; : : : ; Mr ∈Ms(E) and M := diag(M1; : : : ; Mr) = E11 ⊗M1 + · · ·+ Err ⊗Mr . Then


















Finally, we just have to prove the formula given in Step 1.
Choose a L-basis e1; : : : ; en of V and 1; : : : ; m a F-basis of L. If M := (mij)∈Mn(L)
is the matrix of f w.r.t. the basis (ei)i, then it is easy to see that the matrix of f˜ w.r.t.
the basis 1e1; : : : me1; : : : ; 1en; : : : ; men is the block matrix (Lmij), where Lmij ∈Mm(F)
denotes the matrix of ‘mij w.r.t. the basis 1; : : : ; m.
We /rst give an expression of s2(f) involving the mij’s.
We have
f(X ) := det(XIn −M) =
∑
"∈Sn
sgn(")(X51"(1) − m1"(1)) · · · (X5n"(n) − mn"(n)):
We want to compute the coeGcient of the term X n−2. If " has at most n − 3 /xed
points, then the corresponding product has degree at most n− 3, so the term does not
give any contribution to the term in X n−2. So we have to sum over the permutations
with at least n− 2 /xed points. If " has n− 1 or n /xed points, it is the identity. If "





Notice that the formula given in [3, p. 6] is not correct, since the terms involving diag-
onal coeGcients are missing. However, it does not matter much since these coeGcients






Moreover, since tr(f) =
∑
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By previous considerations, we have s2;F(f˜) = s2;F(
∑




s2(Eij ⊗ Lmij) +
∑
(i; j)≺(k:l)
(tr(Eij ⊗ Lmij)tr(Ekl ⊗ Lmkl)
−tr(EijEkl ⊗ LmijLmkl)):








Since LmijLmji=Lmijmji , using the de/nition of S2;L=F and TrL=F gives the conclusion.
4. Some examples
We begin with some easy cases, which can be handled by direct computations.
Lemma 6. Let F be a 4eld of characteristic 2. For any central simple F-algebra (A; )
of degree 2m with a hyperbolic symplectic involution , we have (A; ) = F=˝(F).
Proof. Recall that A carries a hyperbolic involution if and only if A=M2(A0), for some
F-algebra A0 of exponent at most 2. Since hyperbolic involutions on A are conjugate
by [5, (12.35)], one can assume that






and " is any orthogonal involution on A0. Since " is orthogonal, TrdA0 (Sym(A0; ")) =












It is easy to check that ‘ + (‘) = 1, and that SrdA(‘) + m(m − 1)=2 = , using
Lemma 2.
Proposition 7. Let F be a 4eld of characteristic 2. Let m be on integer. Let A =
Mm(Q), where Q = (; $] is a quaternion (not necessarily division) F-algebra.
Then for any symplectic involution , we have
d(A; ) = F=˝(F);
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unless m= 1 and Q is a division algebra. In this last case, we have
d(A; ) = $ + DF([1; $]) +˝(F):
Proof. Assume /rst that Q is split, so A is split and  is hyperbolic. The result then
follows from Lemma 6.
Assume now that Q is a division algebra, and let  be a symplectic involution on
A. This involution is adjoint to an alternating hermitian form h on (Q; %). Since Q is
a division algebra, h is isomorphic to a diagonal hermitian form with coeGcients in
Alt(Q; %)=F , so h 
 〈a1; : : : am〉⊗〈1〉%, for some ai ∈F×. Thus ="⊗%, where " is the
orthogonal involution on Mm(F) adjoint to the symmetric bilinear form 〈a1; : : : ; am〉.
Let ‘0 = 1⊗ j∈A. Clearly, we have ‘0 +(‘0)= 1. Furthermore, it is easy to check
that we have
Sym(A; ) = {a⊗ 1 + b⊗ i + (a+ "(a))⊗ j
+ c ⊗ ij; a∈Mm(F); b; c∈Sym(Mm(F)); ")}:
Moreover, a⊗1+(a+"(a))⊗j=u+(u), with u="(a)⊗1+a⊗j. Furthermore, it is easy
to see that Alt(Mm(F); ") is the set of symmetric matrices which have zero diagonal
entries, and that any diagonal matrix is "-symmetric. Since Alt(Mm(F); ")⊗Sym(Q; %) ⊂
Alt(A; ), we /nally obtain




SrdA(‘0 + s⊗ i + t ⊗ ij) + m(m− 1)2 +˝(F); s; t ∈Diagm(F)
}
:
Since TrdQ(i)=TrdQ(ij)=TrdQ(1)=0 and TrdQ(j)=1, we get using the /rst statement
of Lemma 2
SrdA(‘0 + s⊗ i + t ⊗ ij) = SrdA(1⊗ j) + SrdA(s⊗ i + t ⊗ ij):
Similarly, one can check that SrdA(s⊗ i+ t⊗ ij) = SrdA(s⊗ i) + SrdA(t⊗ ij) + tr(st).
The second part of Lemma 2 then gives:
SrdA(s⊗ i + t ⊗ ij) = tr(s)2 SrdQ(i) + tr(t)2 SrdQ(ij) + tr(st):
Since SrdQ =NrdQ, we /nally get
SrdA(‘0 + s⊗ i + t ⊗ ij) = m2$ + m(m− 1)2 + tr(s)
2 + $tr(t)2 + tr(st):
If s= diag(s1; : : : ; sm) and t = diag(t1; : : : ; tm), we then get








d(A; ) = m2$ + DF(m× [1; $]) +˝(F):
If m¿ 1, the quadratic form m × [1; $] contains a hyperbolic subform, namely 2 ×
[1; $]. Since [0; 0] is universal, the same holds for the latter form. This concludes the
proof.
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5. Proof of Theorem 1
Recall that ‘0 ∈A satis/es ‘0 +(‘0)= 1, and that T2;A denotes the non-degenerate
quadratic form a∈A → SrdA(a)∈F .
We /rst reformulate our problem.
By Lemma 2, we have SrdA(‘0 + s) = SrdA(‘0) + SrdA(s) + TrdA(‘0s) for any
s∈Sym(A; ), since TrdA(Sym(A; )) = 0. Hence SrdA(‘0 + s) = SrdA(‘0) + q(s) mod
˝(F), where q : s∈Sym(A; ) → SrdA(s) + TrdA(‘0s)2 ∈F .
The map q is a quadratic form, and the associated polar form is
bq : (s; s′)∈Sym(A; )× Sym(A; ) → TrdA(ss′)
(use Lemma 2 and the fact that TrdA(Sym(A; )) = 0). Thus to show the equality
d(A; ) = F=˝(F), it suGces to show that q is universal.
We now prove the following key lemma:
Lemma 8 (Key Lemma). Let A be a central simple F-algebra of degree n= 2m¿ 2
with an involution of 4rst kind. If dimanT2;A ¡n, then for any symplectic involution
 on A, we have d(A; ) = F=˝(F).
Proof. Let a0 ∈A such that TrdA(a0) = 1. Then TrdA(‘0(a0 + (a0)) = 1. Let W be
a subspace of Sym(A; ) such that Sym(A; ) = W ⊕ Alt(A; ). Since the radical of
bq is Alt(A; ); q|W is non-degenerate and the direct sum above is an orthogonal sum.
Let w1; : : : ; wn be F-basis of W , and set w′i := wi − TrdA(‘0wi)(a0 + (a0)). Then
the subspace W ′ generated by the w′i ’s satis/es Sym(A; ) = W
′ ⊥ Alt(A; ) and
TrdA(‘0W ′) = {0}. Hence we may assume that TrdA(‘0W ) = {0}, so q|W is just the
restriction of T2;A to W . Since q|W = T2;A|W is non-degenerate, q|W is a subform
of T2;A. Then q|W is isotropic, otherwise we would get dimanT2;A¿ n. Since q|W is
non-degenerate, this implies that q|W 
 q′ ⊥ [0; 0], hence q|W is universal. The previous
considerations then give the desired conclusion.
In fact, we have shown that if the second trace form of A is suGciently isotropic, then
for any symplectic involution , there exists a non-alternating -symmetric element
with a zero second trace. We now prove a kind of converse statement:
Lemma 9. Let (A; ) be a central simple F-algebra of degree n = 2m¿ 2 with a
symplectic involution. Assume that there exists u; u′ ∈Sym(A; ) such that:
(1) SpanF(u; u
′) ∩ Alt(A; ) = {0},
(2) SpanF(u; u
′) is a totally isotropic two-dimensional subspace for T2;A.
Then dimanT2;A ¡n.
Proof. Let k = n(n − 1)=2, and let 0; : : : ; k−1 be a F-basis of Alt(A; ). One can
assume that 0 = a0 + (a0), with TrdA(a0) = 1, and i = ai + (ai) with TrdA(ai) = 0
for i¿ 1, after eventually replacing i by i − TrdA(ai)0.
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Now let M be the F-vector subspace of A generated by u; u′; 1; : : : ; k−1. Clearly
dimF M = k + 1. We now prove that M is a totally isotropic subspace for the second
trace form.
By assumption, we have SrdA(u)=SrdA(u′)= b2;A(u; u′)= 0, where b2;A denotes the
bilinear form corresponding to T2;A. Moreover,
SrdA(i) = SrdA(ai) + SrdA((ai)) + TrdA(ai(ai)) + TrdA(ai) TrdA((ai)):
Since SrdA(ai) = SrdA((ai)) and TrdA(ai) = 0 by assumption, we have
SrdA(i) = TrdA(ai(ai)) = 0;
since ai(ai) is -symmetric and  is symplectic.
We also have
b2;A(i; j) = TrdA(ij) + TrdA(i)TrdA(j) = TrdA(ij) = TrdA(aiaj)
+TrdA(ai(aj)) + TrdA((ai)aj) + TrdA((ai)(aj)):
Using the fact that TrdA(a) = TrdA((a)) and TrdA(aa′) = TrdA(a′a) for any a; a′ ∈A,
one can easily see that this last quantity equals zero. Similar arguments show that
b2;A(u; i) = b2;A(u′; i) = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; k − 1.
Hence M is a totally isotropic subspace of dimension k + 1 for T2;A. Since this
form is non-degenerate, it then contains a hyperbolic subform of dimension 2k + 2,
hence
dimanT2;A6 n2 − (2k + 2) = n2 − n(n− 1)− 2 = n− 2¡n:
To prove Theorem 1 for a given central simple algebra A, it then suGces to show
that the second trace form is suGciently isotropic, /nding for example a symplectic
involution  on A and two -symmetric elements u; u′ which satisfy the hypotheses of
the previous lemma.
In order to construct such elements, we need the following result:
Lemma 10. Let F be a 4eld of characteristic 2. Let A be an even-dimensional cen-
tral simple F-algebra with an involution of 4rst kind. Let L=F be a separable 4eld
extension contained in A, and let B its centralizer in A. Assume that the degree of B
is even, and let " be a symplectic involution on B. Let  be any involution on A ex-
tending " (which exists by [5, (4.14)]). Then  is symplectic, and any non-alternating
invertible "-symmetric element remains non-alternating for .
Proof. The fact that  is symplectic follows from [5, (4.14)]. Now let u∈Sym(B; ")
which is not alternating, so the involution "′ := Int(u)◦ " is orthogonal. The involution
′ := Int(u) ◦  leaves L elementwise invariant (we have |B = ", which is the identity
on Z(B) = L), and its restriction to B is clearly "′. Since L=F is separable, then ′ is
also orthogonal by [5, (4.14)], hence u is not -alternating.
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Remark 11. If F is in/nite, then the result is also true for a non-invertible u.
Indeed, in this case let t be an indeterminate over F , and consider the element
t+u∈AF(t). Then NrdAF(t) (t+u) is a monic polynomial of degree deg A in t, so it is non
zero. Since F is in/nite, there exists ∈A such that NrdA(+u)=NL=F(NrdB(+u)) =
0. Hence NrdB( + u) = 0, so  + u is invertible in B. Since " is symplectic, then
1, hence  is "-alternating. Consequently,  + u is not "-alternating, so it remains
non-alternating for  by the previous lemma. Since  is also -alternating (since  is
symplectic), it follows that u is not -alternating.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.
Let A be a central simple F-algebra with a symplectic involution. Lemma 7 allows
us to assume ind A¿ 4. Write A =Mr(D). By a theorem of Albert (see [2, Chapter
IV, Theorem 31]), there exists an odd degree /eld extension M=F such that DM has
a maximal commutative sub/eld /ltered by quadratic separable extensions. Moreover
ind AM =ind A since [M : F] is odd and deg D is a power of 2. By Springer’s theorem
(which also holds for non-degenerate quadratic forms in characteristic 2, see [8, Lemma
p. 231] for example), T2;AM and T2;A have same anisotropic dimension.
So replacing F by M if necessary, one can assume that D has a maximal commuta-
tive sub/eld E such that there exists a tower of /eld extensions F = L0 ⊂ L1 ⊂ · · · ⊂
Lt−1 ⊂ Lt = E, with Li+1=Li quadratic and separable for any i.
Let B be the centralizer of L = Lt−2 in D. Then B is a central simple division
L-algebra of degree 4 of exponent at most 2, hence a biquaternion algebra (see [1,
p. 369]). Write B=(1; $1]⊗L (2; $2]. Let v= i1⊗ i2 and v′= i1⊗ i2j2. Let "=%1⊗ %2,
where %i is the canonical involution of (i; $i]. Clearly, SpanL(v; v
′) has dimension 2
over L. Moreover, SpanL(v; v
′)∩Alt(B; t) = {0}. Indeed, let w= v+ ′v′= i1⊗ (i2 +
′i2j2), for ; ′ ∈L. We have TrdB((i1j1 ⊗ i2)w) = ′12 and TrdB((i1j1 ⊗ i2j2)w) =
12. Thus, if  = 0 or ′ = 0, this shows that w is not in the orthogonal space of
Sym(B; "), that is Alt(B; ").
Hence SpanF(v; v
′) has also dimension 2, and SpanF(v; v
′)∩Alt(D; 0)={0} for any
symplectic involution 0 over D extending " by Lemma 9. Moreover, it is easy to see
that
SrdB(v) = SrdB(v′) = TrdB(vv′) = TrdB(v) = TrdB(v′) = 0:
It follows, using results of Lemma 5, that
SrdD(v) = SrdD(v′) = TrdD(vv′) = TrdD(v) = TrdD(v′) = 0:
Now let  = t ⊗ 0; u= 1⊗ v and u′ = 1⊗ v′.
It is easy to see that we still have SpanF(u; u
′) ∩ Alt(A; ) = {0}.
Moreover, straightforward computations show that
SrdA(u) = SrdA(u′) = TrdA(uu′) = TrdA(u) = TrdA(u′) = 0:
In particular, SpanF(u; u
′) is a totally isotropic two-dimensional subspace for T2;A.
Applying Lemma 9 and Lemma 8 then gives the conclusion.
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